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Background
• Ubiquitous computing systems combine and link
data from different sources to produce new
inferences in service of the platform creators’
goals.
• An Inference is data derived through a structured
process of reasoning that draws on existing
information recorded about someone or
something and has a high probabilistic chance of
being true.
• Most system users consent to sharing data with
limited or no understanding of the range of data
that is collected or can be inferred, and potential
privacy implications thereof [1].
• Provoking speculation about data that is
collected, and possible inferences can improve
the knowledge , mental theories, privacy
decisions, and behaviors of users [2,3].

How Can Researchers Create Inferences that Provoke Privacy Speculation among System Users?
• We argue that privacy speculation can be provoked by creating inferences showing surprising and
unexpected system behavior.
• For instance, data from a vehicle diagnostics and location tracking device can be processed using different
approaches and triggers to create surprising inferences.
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• Speculation involves curiosity which prompts
users to explicitly question system behavior and
search for information to guide their
understanding and decisions.
• Privacy speculation, therefore, creates an
opportunity for users to understand possible uses
of their data and to negotiate allowable use of it.
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Fig. 1: Model for provoking privacy speculation

•

We can infer how many, when, and to
where a user made overnight trips
away from home using location and
timestamp data from the vehicle
diagnostics device.

From longitudinal tracking of location
data, we can infer if a user has or
stays with a kid if s/he often visits K-12
schools or day-cares.
Kinds and amount of data recorded

Integrating location data with data
from place APIs, we can infer the
Summary
names and addresses of places where
a user’s relatives or friends live based
The model can be used to trigger privacy speculation among
on the user’s weekend and holiday
system users and study their expectations and reactions to
trips
various possible uses of their data.
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